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We present a method for rapid, sequence-speciﬁc detection of
multiple DNA fragments by integrating isotachophoresis (ITP) based
DNA hybridization and capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) using
bidirectional ITP. Our method leverages the high preconcentration
ability of ITP to accelerate slow, second-order DNA hybridization
kinetics, and the high resolving power of CZE to separate and identify
reaction products. We demonstrate the speed and sensitivity of our
assay by detecting 5 pM, 39 nt ssDNA target within 3 min, using a
molecular beacon probe. We also demonstrate the feasibility of our
assay for multiplexed detection of multiple-length ssDNA targets by
simultaneously detecting 39 and 90 nt ssDNA targets.

DNA hybridization is essential to a wide range of diagnostics and
biological sample processing steps. For example, DNA hybridization
is deployed in methods for genetic proling1 and many nucleic acid
based pathogen detection assays.2 However, slow, second-order
hybridization kinetics at low concentrations of DNA samples oen
results in long analysis times,3 limiting assay speed and applicability.
We here present a novel combination of two recently demonstrated methods for DNA analysis. The rst is the use of isotachophoresis (ITP) to achieve rapid, sequence-specic DNA
hybridization.4 The second is bidirectional ITP which uses a strong
counter-migrating pH gradient across a cationic ITP interface to
disrupt ITP preconcentration and trigger capillary zone electrophoresis separation (CZE).5,6 This combination is unique and relevant as it integrates the rapid hybridization enabled by ITP with
high resolution separation of reaction products by CZE. ITP can
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rapidly mix and preconcentrate single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)
fragments within a small (order 10 pL) reaction zone, thus accelerating the rate of hybridization. The method was rst proposed by
Goet et al.,7 and its experimental demonstration was later presented
by Persat and Santiago8 who applied it to the proling of micro-RNA.
Bercovici et al.9 applied ITP based hybridization to the extraction
and detection of 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) of E. coli in human
urine samples. Recently, Bercovici et al.4 presented a detailed study
of the physicochemical processes which govern DNA hybridization
under ITP focusing. The latter study used molecular beacons10
(MBs) to quantify reaction rates, and demonstrated 14 000-fold
reduction in hybridization time.
MBs provide a sequence-specic uorescence signal increase
upon hybridization,10 but also limit sensitivity and dynamic range of
assay due to the background signal from unreacted MBs.11 We here
present a method that directly addresses the issue of a relatively
high background signal in ITP based hybridization assays by
eﬀecting CZE separation to separate unreacted labelled probes from
target–probe hybrids. Further, CZE separation of DNA reaction
products provides a simple way to extend the functionality of ITP
based hybridization assays for multiplexed, sequence-specic
detection of nucleic acids. We trigger CZE separation using bidirectional ITP which uses the interaction of anionic and cationic ITP
fronts to eﬀect strong changes in the physicochemical environment
of the focused analyte zone (see Bahga et al.5,6). Here, the interaction
of these fronts disrupts ITP focusing of analytes (products of DNA
hybridization reaction) and initiates CZE. Analysis of DNA hybridization reaction products using CZE was originally demonstrated by
Chen et al.12 as a method for removal of the background signal from
the products of hybridization reaction between a synthetic oligonucleotide and a uorescently labelled probe. Later, Bianchi et al.13
applied hybridization and CZE on polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
products to detect HIV-1 genomic sequences. However, these and
other previous studies performed a slow, oﬀ-line DNA hybridization
followed by manual transfer and loading of the hybridization
products into an electrophoresis setup.
Our combination integrates rapid ITP-hybridization and CZE
separation in a single, integrated process where no manual steps are
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required aer initiating ITP. We demonstrate the speed and sensitivity of our assay by detecting 5 pM ssDNA target within 3 min, using
a molecular beacon probe. We also discuss the applicability of our
technique for multiplexed detection of variable length ssDNA targets.
In ITP, analytes focus between zones of high eﬀective mobility
leading electrolyte (LE) ions and low eﬀective mobility trailing electrolyte (TE) ions. ITP is characterized by self-sharpening and electromigrating interfaces (or ion-concentration shock waves14) between
adjacent zones, which prevent focused analytes from diﬀusing over
time. Our assay uses bidirectional ITP5,15 in a single channel to
interact anionic and cationic ITP shock waves, and leverages this
interaction to trigger CZE. As reviewed by Bahga et al.,5 this approach
diﬀers signicantly from the traditional applications of bidirectional
ITP such as the work of Thormann et al.16 and Hirokawa et al.,17,18 who
used it for simultaneous isotachophoretic analysis of anions and
cations. In contrast to our assay, anionic and cationic ITP shock
waves in the experiments of Thormann et al.16 and Hirokawa et al.17,18
propagate away from each other, and so do not interact. Our experiments require two oppositely charged pairs of LE and TE ions. Here
we term these ions LE+, TE+, LE, and TE. LE and TE denote the
leading and trailing electrolyte ions, respectively, and + and 
correspond to cations and anions, respectively.
Fig. 1a–c show schematics of our technique and protocol. We ll
the separation channel with a mixture of LE and LE+ ions. We
ll the right (anodic) reservoir with the TE+/LE mixture, and
similarly the le (cathodic) reservoir with a mixture of LE+, TE,
ssDNA target, and molecular beacon probe. When an electric eld is
applied along the channel (Fig. 1b), the target and the probe preconcentrate, mix, and react at the interface of LE and TE zones
while propagating rightwards. Simultaneously, a cationic ITP shock
forms between LE+ and TE+ zones near the right reservoir, and
propagates lewards. Anionic ITP preconcentration of the target
and molecular beacon probe results in rapid hybridization and
corresponding increase in the uorescence signal. Later, when the
anionic and the cationic ITP shocks interact (Fig. 1c), LE+ is
replaced with TE+ as the counter-ion for anionic ITP. This counterion exchange decreases the local pH of anionic ITP zones to a value
at which eﬀective mobility of LE becomes signicantly lower than
the mobilities of all DNA fragments. Thus, shock wave interaction
causes the target, probe, and target–probe hybrid to migrate into the
LE zone, triggering electrophoretic separation of the products of
hybridization and unreacted species (see Bahga and Santiago6 for a
review of methods to integrate ITP and CZE). The electropherogram
signal shows peaks corresponding to the target–probe hybrid and
the unreacted probe (the unreacted target has no attached uorophore). The separation of products removes the background
signal associated with unreacted MB probes, and enables simultaneous identication of multiple length targets.
Here, we chose the following electrolyte chemistry: 150 mM
sodium bicarbonate for the LE+/LE mixture; 10 mM sodium
hydroxide and 34 mM Hepes for the LE+/TE mixture; and 100 mM
pyridine and 50 mM hydrochloric acid for the TE+/LE mixture
(cationic TE). Note that the cationic TE mixture is titrated with
hydrochloric acid instead of carbonic acid. However this does not
aﬀect our bidirectional ITP experiments as chloride ion remains in
the anodic reservoir and does not enter the separation channel. To
the LE+/LE mixture, we added 1% w/w of hydroxyl ethyl cellulose
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Fig. 1 Schematic (a–c) and experimental visualization (d–f) of preconcentration
and hybridization of nucleic acids followed by electrophoretic separation using
bidirectional ITP. (a) The channel is initially ﬁlled with LE+/LE mixture. The left
(cathodic) reservoir is ﬁlled with a mixture of TE, LE+, ssDNA target and probe
(molecular beacon). The right (anodic) reservoir is ﬁlled with the TE+/LE mixture.
(b) When voltage is applied, the target and the probe focus at the anionic ITP
interface and propagate rightwards. Simultaneously, a cationic ITP interface forms
near the right reservoir and propagates leftwards. Anionic ITP preconcentration
dramatically accelerates hybridization between the target and probe. (c) At a later
time, the cationic ITP interface interacts with focused hybridization products, and
triggers CZE separation. The resulting electropherogram shows peaks corresponding to the ﬂuorescent unreacted probe and the target–probe hybrid. (d–f)
Spatiotemporal plots showing the intensity of ﬂuorescent probe in channel versus
the distance along the channel axis, x, and time, t. (d) Initially (t < 10 s), ssDNA
target and MB probe mix, focus, and hybridize in anionic ITP. At x ¼ 23 mm and
t ¼ 10 s, a counter migrating cationic ITP interface interacts with the focused
analyte zones, initiating CZE separation. (e and f) Resolved peaks of ﬂuorescent
hybrid and unreacted probe in the CZE mode.

(HEC) to serve as a sieving matrix for DNA separations. We also
added 1% w/w polyvinylpyrrolidone to all electrolyte solutions to
suppress electroosmotic ow.19 As explained in the ESI†, this electrolyte chemistry enables coupling of ITP and CZE via shock interaction in bidirectional ITP. Briey, interaction of ITP shocks
replaces sodium (LE+, pKa,+1 ¼ 13.7) with pyridine (TE+, pKa,+1 ¼
5.2) as the counter-ion for anionic ITP, and very quickly decreases
the pH of anionic ITP zones from approximately 8 to 5.5. At this
lower pH, the mobility of LE (carbonic acid) drops signicantly
below the mobility of nucleic acids resulting in disruption of ITP
and initiation of CZE.
We performed bidirectional ITP experiments involving
hybridization between the MB probe and two synthetic ssDNA
targets (39 and 90 nt) to demonstrate rapid DNA hybridization
and separation. The 50 and 30 terminals of the MB probe were
labelled with Cy5 and Black Hole Quencher 2 (BHQ2), respectively: 50 -/Cy5/CCG AGC [CAT CGT TTA CGG CGT GGA CTA CCA
GGG] GCT CGG/BHQ2/-30 . Here, 27 bases within the brackets
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indicate a probe sequence complementary to a part of the 16S
rRNA of E. coli bacteria.9 The 39 and 90 nt ssDNA targets have a
common 27 nt long portion of sequence which is perfectly
complementary to the bracketed probe sequence. See ESI† for the
complete sequences of the 39 and 90 nt ssDNA targets.
We rst performed bidirectional ITP experiments to visualize
and demonstrate ITP hybridization followed by CZE separation of
the reaction products. Details of experimental setup and protocol
are provided in the ESI†. For these visualizations, we used relatively
high concentrations of a 90 nt ssDNA target (20 nM) and a 39 nt MB
probe (500 nM) so as to capture full eld images using a CCD
camera. Fig. 1d–f show representative spatiotemporal plots of the
experimentally measured uorescence intensity in the channel
(scalar) versus distance along the channel (abscissa) and time
(ordinate). Fig. 1d shows that, prior to the interaction of anionic and
cationic ITP shocks (t < 10 s), the ssDNA target and MB probe mix,
focus, and hybridize in a narrow anionic ITP zone. The focused
analyte zone in anionic ITP shows a strong signal and migrates
rightwards at a constant velocity (i.e., a positive slope for t < 10 s in
Fig. 1d). The strong uorescence signal during ITP is a result of
preconcentration as well as hybridization-induced increase in the
uorescence signal from the MB probe. At about t ¼ 10 s, the
focused ssDNA target and MB probe interact with a countermigrating cationic ITP front, and within less than 1 s previously
focused analytes begin to separate in CZE mode. Initiation of
separation is indicated by the sudden change in the migration
speed (inverse of the slope in t vs. x plot) of the uorescent zone
around t ¼ 10 s. Fig. 1e and f show separation of the unreacted
probe and the target–probe hybrid at later times. As is usual with
CZE, the analyte zones diﬀuse as they gradually separate over time.
Note that in Fig. 1e and f separated peaks corresponding to the
unreacted MB probe with quenched uorescence and the target–
probe hybrid yield a comparable uorescence signal. This is a
consequence of the excess amount of MB probe with incomplete
uorescence quenching; ineﬃciencies in uorescence quenching of
MBs typically result only in an order of 50-fold reduction in uorescent intensity.10
Next, we performed experiments to demonstrate rapid and highsensitivity sequence-specic detection of a single 39 nt ssDNA target
using our assay. We xed the 39 nt MB probe concentration at
200 pM, and varied the target concentration from 5 to 30 pM. The
total assay time for each experiment was less than 3 min, including
120 s of hybridization time (40 s in unidirectional ITP) prior to CZE
separation. From the model of Bercovici et al.,4 we estimate that ITP
here increased the hybridization rate by a factor of about 5000. That
is, the approximately 40% completion of the DNA hybridization in
our 120 s hybridization would otherwise require 7 days to achieve
the same degree of completion using oﬀ-line hybridization. The
inset of Fig. 2 shows a representative electropherogram (raw
experimental data) for the case of 30 pM ssDNA target. The le and
the right peaks correspond to regions containing the unreacted
probe and the target–probe hybrid, respectively. Excess, unreacted
MB probe and ineﬃciencies in its uorescence quenching yield
peak uorescent intensity comparable to that of the target–probe
hybrid peak. Quantifying uorescence from the target–probe hybrid
in such a case is extremely diﬃcult without removal of the background signal from the unreacted probe. The electropherogram
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Fig. 2 Variation of peak intensity of the target–probe hybrid for ﬁve initial
concentrations of a 39 nt ssDNA target. We varied the target concentration from
5 to 30 pM, while keeping the probe concentration ﬁxed at 200 pM. The inset plot
shows representative raw, electropherogram signals observed after hybridization
and separation. The grey curve is a negative control (no target), and the black
curve is for the case of 30 pM initial target concentration. Here, time t ¼
0 corresponds to the onset of bidirectional ITP following 40 s of unidirectional ITP.
The signal (black curve) shows two peaks corresponding to the unreacted probe
(P) and the target–probe hybrid (P + T). The contribution to signal from the
target–probe hybrid is denoted by the signal component h as shown. The main
plot shows how observed signal, h, of the target–probe hybrid zone increases
linearly (R2 ¼ 0.95 for linear ﬁt) with the initial target concentration.

shown in the inset of Fig. 2 also highlights the high resolving power
of this integrated ITP-CZE separation; here we separate and resolve
single-stranded 39 nt probe from its double-stranded hybrid of the
same length within about 50 s of separation time.
We subtracted the signal of a control experiment with a MB
probe and no target (grey curve in the inset of Fig. 2) from the
measured electropherograms to extract the contribution to the
signal of the target–probe hybrid peak, h (see details in ESI†). In
the main plot of Fig. 2, we show variations of the magnitude of
target–probe hybrid peak h for ve initial concentrations of the
target. The target–probe peak signal component h is linearly
proportional to the initial target concentration, and a linear t to the
data (passing through the origin) yields R2 value of 0.95. The linear
increase in peak height in the current case is expected because
hybridization reactions obey pseudo-rst-order kinetics in the
presence of excess amount of probe (see details in ESI†). Here, we
demonstrated 5 pM detection sensitivity of our assay within 3 min,
which is 20-fold improvement over previous ITP-hybridization
assays with no background signal removal.4,8,9
Our sensitivity and assay time are on par with 3 pM sensitivity
and 10 min run time demonstrated by Garcia-Schwarz and Santiago.11 The latter study used ITP for rapid nucleic acid hybridization
and combined this with a functionalized gel to remove the background uorescence signal associated with the unreacted uorescent probe. However, we note that the method of Garcia-Schwarz
and Santiago requires more experimental preparation to functionalize the on-chip gel, and does not discriminate between nucleic
acid fragments with varying lengths (it instead discriminates based
on sequence). Further, our method is signicantly more sensitive
and faster than existing electrophoretic separation based DNA
hybridization assays such as Southern blotting20 (order 10–100 mM
Analyst, 2013, 138, 87–90 | 89
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sensitivity and 24 h assay time) and its capillary electrophoresis
based alternatives (10–100 nM sensitivity and 1.5 h assay time).12,13
We hypothesize that further improvements in detection sensitivity
to sub-picomolar limits are likely possible with our method by using
linear, labeled-DNA probes which have higher hybridization rates
than MBs. Such higher hybridization rates would come at the cost of
lower stringency and higher background signal compared with
MBs. The latter limitation of linear DNA probes can be addressed by
using longer channels for higher CZE separation resolution and
thereby improved background signal removal.
One limitation of our assay is the limited choices of electrolyte
systems that can ensure coupling of ITP and CZE via shock interaction in bidirectional ITP. Detailed guidelines to select electrolytes
for coupling ITP and CZE using bidirectional ITP can be found in
Bahga et al.5 along with several practical examples. We note that,
besides bidirectional ITP, several other coupled ITP-CE methods
exist,6 which can potentially be applied to this problem.
Lastly, we have performed experiments to demonstrate the
feasibility of our assay for multiplexed detection of multiple-length
ssDNA targets by simultaneously detecting 39 and 90 nt targets. We
refer the readers to Fig. S5 of the ESI† for the measured electropherograms. Briey, we observed three well-resolved peaks corresponding to the unreacted probe and two target–probe hybrids for
39 and 90 nt targets. We identied the target–probe hybrid peaks by
noting the relative change in peak intensities when the concentrations of 39 and 90 nt targets were individually varied in the initial
sample mixture.
In summary, we have demonstrated integration of ITP-based
DNA hybridization and CZE separation of reaction products using
bidirectional ITP, and applied it to sequence-specic detection of
two ssDNA targets with a uorescently labeled DNA probe. Our
method combines high preconcentration ability of ITP to accelerate
slow DNA hybridization kinetics, and high resolving power of CZE to
separate and identify reaction products. CZE separation of the
products of DNA hybridization reaction removes the background
signal associated with unreacted probes. This allows quantication
of uorescence from the target–probe hybrid even when the signal
from unbound MB well exceeds the hybridization signal. CZE
separation of reaction products also provides a way of extending the
functionality of ITP-based hybridization to detect multiple-length
DNA targets. Potential extensions of our method include multiplexed detection of a larger number of DNA targets sharing a
common portion of their sequences, and application to the identication of sequence variations in restriction fragments. Detection of
such DNA targets has applications in mutation studies21 and diagnosis of genetic diseases.22 However, we note that care must be
taken while designing MBs so as to reduce the possibility of nonspecic hybridization. As demonstrated by Tyagi and Kramer23 MBs
with optimally designed stem-loop structure can discriminate single
nucleotide mismatch with reasonable accuracy.
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